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Foreword
Packaging of fresh fruits and vegetables in consumer-unit packages has become an accepted merchandising technique. The point at
which the packaging operation should be conducted, however, is still
an unsettled problem confronting the trade.
This report deals with an investigation of some of the advantages and disadvantages of packaging potatoes in consumer units in
the producing area and in the destination market. Oregon potatoes
are packed commercially at both places but mostly at shipping point.

The results of the study herein reported showed that fewer
potatoes were damaged by transportation and terminal market

handling operations when the potatoes were packaged in consumer
units at shipping point. The shipping point packer also had some
labor cost advantage over the terminal market small scale repackers
studied. Tlis advantage, however, was minimized by the repacker's
utilization of labor which would have been idle to some extent if
not employed in repacking. It appears, therefore, that neither the
shipping point nor terminal packer had major advantages over the
other.

The information included in this report should be useful as a
guide to future planning for those persons and organizations concerned with packaging potatoes.

Dean and Director.
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Summary
The purpose of this study was to determine the advantages and
disadvantages of pa'cking potatoes into 10-pound mesh bags at shipping point and at terminal market. An attempt was made to obtain
answers to this problem by determining the comparative amounts of

quality deterioration and the comparative Costs of packing and
handling potatoes at the shipping point and at the terminal market.
Six test shipments of potatoes packed in 10-pound mesh bags
and seven shipments of potatoes packed in 100-pound bags were
made from Klamath County, Oregon to the San Francisco Bay Area.
The potatoes in the shipments of 100-pound bags were repacked
into 10-pound mesh and 100-pound "baker" units at the terminal
market under normal repacking conditions. After being repacked,
these potatoes and those packed at shipping point in 10-pound bags
were inspected at terminal market to determine the comparative
amounts of grade and non-grade defects present. The result showed
that the 10-pound mesh bags packed at terminal market had slightly
more defects than did those packed at shipping point. This does not
count defective potatoes removed during the repacking operation or
those packed with the sound potatoes into 100pound "baker" units.
When these defective potatoes are considered, the potatoes shipped
in 100-pound bags and then repacked had a total of 1.6 pounds more
grade defects and 1.8 pounds more non-grade defects per hundredweight when inspected at the terminal market than did the potatoes
which were packed in 10-pound units at shipping point.
The cost to the repacker for the defective potatoes removed and
sold at a reduced price was a relatively small item. The extent to
which the defective potatoes in the repacked 10-pound mesh and
100-pound "baker" units affected the price of the repacked potatoes
is not known.
Packing and handling costs were obtained from observations
of normal packing and handling operations at shipping point and at
terminal market. Costs of direct labor and packaging materials used
during continuous periods of operation were the only costs considered. Shipping point operations selected for study were typical
warehouse and farm cellar packing operations. Costs were obtained
for packing 10-pound mesh bags in warehouses and for packing 100pound bags in cellars.

Repacking operations selected for study at terminal market
were small scale operations conducted in conjunction with wholesale
produce stores. Crews usually consisted of three regular employees
who repacked potatoes during periods of the day when they were not

occupied with their primary jobs. Crew sizes were expanded by
3

hiring additional labor when the three-man crew could not repack
the desired amount of potatoes in the time available.
The comparative costs for shipping point and terminal market

packs of 10-pound mesh are shown blow. Prevailing wage rates
were used to compute labor costs.
Cost per hundredweight
Terminal
Shipping
market
point
packed

Cost item

Labor costs at shipping point
Packing 100-pound bags for repacking
Packing 10-pound mesh bags, baled
Labor costs at terntinal market
Handling from car to wholesale store, within
store, and from store to retailer's truck
Repacking into 10-pound mesh bags, unbaled
Packaging materials (including an allowance

for salvage)
Total

repacked
$ .074

$ .189
.190

.220
.216

.850

.860

$1229

$1370

The table shows that the shipping point packer of 10-pound
mesh bags had a packing and handling cost advantage over the
terminal market small-scale repacker when regular wage rates were
used to compute labor costs. The terminal market repacker, however, probably does not expect the repacking operation to bear the
full cost of the repacking labor, since it is a means of more fully
utilizing labor primarily employed by the wholesale business. Consequently, any increase in value added to potatoes through repacking
by firms such as those studied may be considered a gain.
it is concluded, therefore, that neither the shipping-point packer
nor terminal market small scale repacker had advantages sufficient
to exclude the other from packing and competitively marketing con,sumer sized units of potatoes.
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Packaging Oregon Late Crop Potatoes
at Shipping Point and at Terminal Market
G. B. DAVIS and L. C. MARTIN'

STORE customers usually may select potatoes from an

RETAIL
open bin or buy them already packaged. In the latter case the

10-pound package is the most popular in western markets. Packing
in such consumer-sized units is becoming more common for potatoes

as well as for other vegetables and fruits. This trend is an outgrowth of the potato industry's attempt to meet changing consumer
demand. In making this change the industry has been faced with new
marketing problems. These problems center around the question of
how to maintain or improve quality and at the same time reduce
marketing costs.
One of the questions to be answered is where should consumer
units be packed. At present some are packed at shipping point, some
in the terminal markets, and some in retail stores. Potatoes that are
packaged at shipping point are sorted, sized, and packed in closed
bags. These bags usually are packed five to a paper master container
before being shipped to the wholesale market. Terminal market con-

sumer units are packed with potatoes that have been sorted and.
packed in 100-pound burlap bags at shipping point. The terminal
market packs usually are not "baled" in master containers.

OblecFves of fhe Sfudy
The purpose of this study was to determine the advantages and
disadvantages of packing Oregon late crop potatoes in consumersized Units at shipping point and at terminal market. This problem
was approached by: (1) Determining the comparative quality and
condition of potatoes packed in consumer-sized units at shipping
point and at terminal market; and (2) determining the comparative
costs of packaging at shipping point and at terminal market.

Procedure2

The comparative amount of defects occurring under the two
methods of handling was determined by test shipments from Klam-

ath County, Oregon, to the San Francisco Bay Area. Six test
shipments were made of potatoes in 10-pound mesh bags packed
Associate Agricultural Economist, Oregon State college and Agricultural Economist,
Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, respectively.
2
See Appendix page 15 for a more detailed discussion of procedure
s
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five bags to a paper master container, at shipping point. Seven test
shipments were made 'of potatoes packed in 100-pound burlap bags
at shipping point. Each test shipment Consisted of approximately
1,400 pounds of potatoes free from visible mechanical defects when
loaded in cars at the shipping point.
The test potatoes packed in 100-pound burlap bags at shipping

point were repacked after they arrived in terminal market. The
smaller potatoes were packed into 10-pound mesh bags and those
about 10 ounces and over were packed in 100-pound bags as "bakers."
During the repacking operation some of the potatoes were discarded

as, culls. The condition of the potatoes packed in 10-pound bags at
shipping point and those repacked at the terminal market was deter-

mined by an inspection made in accordance with Federal grade
standads. This inspection was made at terminal market just prior
to the time the potatoes would have moved into retail stores.

Labor and packaging material costs for packing potatoes in
10-pound mesh bags were obtained for typical warehouse operations.
at shipping point. These were compared with the costs of packing 10pound bags at terminal market plus the cost of packing 100-pound
burlap bags in cellar operations at shipping point. Costs include only.
the cost of the labor directly engaged in the packing of potatoes and
the cost of packaging materials used. Overhead labor costs and all

other costs were excluded. Periods of breakdowns or other work
stoppages also were excluded.

Shipping point operations selected were the usual type. In the
warehouse operations packing equipment was stationary and included
a washer. The potatoes were trucked from farm cellars to the track-.

side warehouses for packing. There the potatoes were graded and
the U. S. No. i's were packed simultaneously off the same packing
line into 10-pound bags and into 100-pound bags. The 10-pound bags
were hung for filling on a circular, revolving frame called a "whirligig." The packed potatoes were loaded into railroad cars or into

trucks for shipment.
Potatoes packed in the cellar operations into 100-pound bags

were packed in the farm cellar in which they were stored. The
packed potatoes were trucked directly from the cellar to the railroad
cars or directly to the terminal market.

The repacking operations selected for study at the terminal
market were small-scale and were operated in conjunction with
wholesale produce businesses. They were not operations that used
packing equipment and crew sizes comparable to the shipping point
operations. The equipment used by the repacking operations studied
consisted of a small mechanical sorting table and a "whirligig" for
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filling the mesh bags. Defective potatoes and larger "baker" potatoes

were removed from the belt by the sorter or sorters. Potatoes remaining on the sorting belt were carried into the 10-pound bags
hung on the whirligig. Crew members were usually the regular em-

ployees of the produce firm. They bagged 10-pound mesh bags
during slack periods of the day when they were not busy with their
primary jobs. These firms usually did not spend more than 2 hours
per day on repacking potatoes.

Findings
The results of the inspections at the terminal market indicated
that potatoes packed in 10-pound mesh bags at shipping point had
an average of 1.6 pounds fewer grade defects and 1.8 pounds fewer
non-grade defects per hundredweight than the potatoes shipped in
100-pound bags from shipping point and subsequently repacked into
10-pound mesh bags at terminal market.
The average cost of packing 10-pound mesh bags at the shipping

point was less than at the terminal market. The terminal market
cost included the average cost of packing 100-pound bags in cellar
operations at shipping point.

Quality and condition
At the wholesale store potatoes packed in 10-pound mesh bags

at shipping point were in better condition with respect to injury,
damage, and serious damage than were the potatoes shipped in
100-pound bags and then repacked at terminal market (Table 1).
Table 1. DEGREE OF DAMAGE TO

POTATOES PACKED IN 10-POUND
MESH BAGS AT SHIPPING POINT AND AT TERMINAL MARKET.
(1950.51 season)1

Degree of damage
Non-grade defects
Injury

Damage per hundredweight
Terminal
Shipping
market
point
packed

repacked5

Pen øids

Pounds

1.7

3-5

1.2
1.1

2.0

2.3

3.9

Grade defects
Damage
Serious damage

Total grade defects

1.9

Data based upon 13 test shipments of late.crop potatoes shipped from Klamath County,
Oregon, to San Francisco Bay Area California.
Includes defective potatoes dtscarded as culls, and those found repacked in 10- and
1

100-pound units.
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This might be expected because they were handled one time less and

were shipped in containers which offered more protection to the
potatoes than those shipped in burlap 100's for repacking at the
terminal market. The paper master container in which the 10-pound
bags were shipped was more rigid and contained only one-half the
weight of potatoes as the 100-pound burlap bags. Also, the separation
of the potatoes into five 10-pound units within the master containers probably reduced potato movement within the containers and
thereby reduced bruising.

Grade defects at terminal market in the six shipments of 10pound bags packed at shipping point ranged from .5 to 4.4 pounds
pet- hundredweight, with an average of 2.3 pounds (Table 8, Appendix). Potatoes in the seven shipments repacked at terminal market had grade defects ranging from 2.5 to 6.1 pounds per hundredweight with an average of 3.9 pounds (Table 9, Appendix).
Bruises were the most important defect developing in the test
shipments between shipping point and the wholesale store at the
terminal market (Table 2). Dry rot and broken potatoes were next
in importance. There was some question as to whether the dry rot
Table 2. KIND OF DEFECTS DEVELOPING IN POTATOES WHEN PACKED IN 10-POUND MESH BAGS AT SHIPPING POINT AND
WHEN REPACKED IN THE TERMINAL MARKET.
(1950.51 season)1

Kind of defect
Bruise
Broken

Defects per hundredweight
Grade defects
Non-grade defects
Terminal
Shipping
Shipping
Terminal
market
market
point
point
packed

packed1

packed

packed2

Pounds

Pounds
3.3

Pounds

Pounds
2.6

1.7

Dry rot
Wet rot
Total

1.7

1.4

.2

.3
.6

.6
.6

3.5

2.3

3.9

These data are based upon 13 test shipments of late-crop potatoes shipped from Klamaih
County, Oregon to San Francisco Bay Area, California.
Includes defective potatoes discarded as culls and those found repacked in 10. and
100-pound units.
1

should be attributed to transit and handling damage since it was
thought to have developed in minor cuts and bruises which were
present but were undetected during the inspection at shipping point.
Inasmuch as the dry rot was found to be present in the same amount
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in both types of Containers shipped, it did not affect the difference
in grade defects between the two methods of handling potatoes.
When the potatoes shipped in 100-pound bags were repacked at
terminal market some defective potatoes were packed in 10-pound
mesh bags, some were packed in the 100-pound "baker" units and
others were discarded as culls (Table 3). The repacked 10-pound
Table 3. DEFECTS FOUND IN POTATOES REPACKED AT TERMINAL
MARKET.
(1950-51 season)'

Defects per

hundredweight found
in potatoes repacked

Packout from repacking operation
Potatoes repacked into 10-pound mesh
"Bakers" repacked in 100-pound units
Potatoes discarded as culls
Total defects
1

Grade
defects

Non-grade
defects

Pounda

Potnsds
2.1
1.4

2.4
.9
.6

3.9

3.5

These potatoes were free from visible grade and non-grade defects at the time they

were loaded for shipment.

mesh bags had about the same amount of grade defects and slightly

more non-grade defects than the 10-pound mesh bags packed at
shipping point.

Direct labor costs
The costs included in this study were for the most part the
cost of labor used during continuous periods of operation. Costs,
therefore, were lower than they would have been if labor costs
during work stoppages had been included.

The cost of the labor required for handling and packing each
of the grades of potatoes or types of packs was allocated to that
particular grade or pack. By this method of allocation, labor costs
for handling and packing up to and including the main grading
table, were allocated to each of the grades or containers of packed
potatoes on a hundredweight basis. Direct labor used in packing
U. S. No. 1, Size A, potatoes in 100-pound bags and 10-pound bags
was charged separately to each of these two packs.
SHIPPING POINT PACKED. The average total labor cost for
packing 10-pound mesh bags was 18.9 cents per hundredweight
when baled (Table 4). This is an average of typical warehouse

10
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Table 4. AVERAGE LABOR COST OF PACKING AND BALING 10-POUND
MESH BAGS OF POTATOES IN WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS

AT SHIPPING POINT.
(1950-51 season)

Labor costs per

Labor cost item

hundredweight, baled1
Cents

Cellar to warehouse
Dumping at warehouse
Grading
Bagging
Hand trucking
Other

2.8
.8

2.6
11.4
1.1
.2

Total labor cost5

18.9

1 Descriptive data for the above costs:
6
Observations
26
Average crew sIze
546
Average input potatoes per minute, pounds
236
Average output U. S. No. 1 potatoes per minute, pounds
43
Average packout as U. S. No. 1 Size A, per cent
46
Average packout of U. S. No. 1 intO 10-pound bags, per cent
Wage rates used were: women sorters (not including head sorters) $1 per hour;
crew foreman $1.50 per hour, and all other labor $1.25 per hour.

packing operations having crew Sizes of 25 to 27 men and outputs
of 200 to 300 pounds of U. S. No. 1 potatoes per minute.
The average total labor cost for packing in 100-pound bags in
cellar operations was 7.4 cents per hundredweight (Table 5). This is
Table 5. AVERAGE LABOR COST OF PACKING 100-POUND BAGS OF
POTATOES IN CELLAR OPERATIONS AT SHIPPING POINT.
(1950.51 season)

Labor costs per
Labor cost item

hundredweight1
Cents

Scooping

1.2

Sorting
Bagging and stacking
Car loading

2.4

Total labor cost1

7.4

1.6

2.2

1 Descriptive data for the above costs:
Observations

13
Average crew size
369
Average input of potatoes per minute, pounds
253
Average packout of U.S. No. 1, Size A per minute, pounds
68
Average packout as U.S. No. 1, Size A, per cent
Wage rates used were: Women Sorters (not including head sorters) $1 per hour;
crew foreman $1.50 per hour, and alt other labor $1.25 per hour.

an average of the costs of typical operations. These operations had

13-man crews and outputs of 200 to 300 pounds of U. S. No. 1
potatoes per minute.
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TERMINAL MARKET REPACKED. The average total labor
Cost for repacking potatoes into 10-pound mesh bags increased as
the percentage of "bakers"1 increased. The more sorting that was
required the higher were the costs of labor for repacking. Average
labor costs for the three-man crew increased on the average of 1.91
cents per hundredweight for each increase of 10 per cent in "baker"

content ( Figure 1 ).

Three man crew.
All crew sizes
combined

20

10

Per cent

30

40

50

baker' content

Figure 1. As "baker" content increased, the cost of packing potatoes
into 10-pound mesh bags increased.2

Three-man crews were the most common size being used in the
operations studied. Occasionally the repacker had orders for more
10-pound bags of potatoes than the three-man crew could pack. He
then would expand his crew by hiring additional labor. The data indicate that the crew size could be expanded up to five men with
little change in the average unit labor costs (Table 6). The addition
of the sixth man, however, caused the unit labor cost to rise above
the 3-man crew level. During the observations it seemed apparent
that it was uneconomical to use a 6-man crew with the .existing
equipment and plant layout.
Potatoes classified as 'bakers" wet-c 10 ounces or heavier.

T}ir regression equations of average labor costs on percentage "baker" contents were
as follows:
3-roan crew: Average labor cost = 16.95 + .191 )< per cent "baker" content.
All cre,v sizes: Average labor cost = 18.41 + .127 )< per cent "baker" content.
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Table 6.

AVERAGE LABOR COSTS FOR REPACKING POTATOES INTO

10-POUND MESH BAGS AT TERMINAL MARKET.
(1950-SI season)2

Labor costs per hundredweight
(ten 10-pound bags)
Labor operation performed
Hand trucking and dumping
Sorting
Bagging

Total labor cost2

3-man
crew

4-man
crew

5-man
crew

6-man
crew

Cents
2.2
3.8
15.6

Cents
3.6
4.2

Cents
3.2

13.1

13.6

Cents
3.3
4.3
14.9

21.6

20.9

20.2

22.5

14

14

14

14

2,599

3,419

4,383

4,720

637
208

632
201

668
189

590
174

845

833

857

764

24

24

22

22

3.4

.

Descriptive data for above cost
observat,ons
Number of observations
Average combined output of afl
potatoes per hour, pounds
Average output of potatoes per
nsan hour in:
10-pound bags, pounds
Bakers in 100-pound sacks, pounds
Combined output
Average baker content of potatoes

run, per cent

Analysis of co-variance showed that differences among average costs by crew stzes
were stgnificant at approximately the 90 per cent level of probability (calculated F value
was 2.16, whereas F aS was 2.20). Further analysis indicated no significant differences In
average labor cost among crew sizes of 3, 4 and 5 men. The average labor cost for ttae
6-man crew however, was significantly higher (P < . 10) than the average labor costs for
the other three crew sizes.
In combaned operation with repacking the baker potatoes into 100-pound sacks and
based on a wage rate of $1.54 per hour.

An Appraisal of fhe Iwo Mefhods of Handling
Total labor and bag Costs for packing 10-pound mesh bags at
shipping point were less than for packing them at terminal market
(Table 7). Container costs, with an allowance for salvage values,
were approximately the same at the two points. Also the labor costs
for filling the 10-pound bags were essentially the same. The difference, therefore, is due for the most part to the added cost of packing
the 100-pound bags at shipping point for repacking later at terminal
market.
The difference in costs between the two types of operations was

slight. Also it must be qualified because of the nature of the small
scale repacking operations studied at the terminal market. They
utilized labor which to some extent would have been idle had not
the repacking been performed. From the standpoint of management,
the regular produce business would be charged with Inost of the
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labor cost for The entire day. The cost for the repacking operation,
therefore, would be slight. Under these conditions any increase in
sales values added to potatoes by repacking would be a source of
profit to the repacker.

It previously has been shown that both shipping point and
terminal market packed 10-pound mesh bags contained defective
potatoes when inspected at terminal market. This fact raises a question relative to the extent defective potatoes should be removed during the packing operations both at shipping point and at terminal
market. It would be impractical for all defective potatoes to be removed during the packing operation. Some defects occur after the
potatoes leave the sorting table and others are so fresh that they are
Table 7. COSTS OF PACKING 10-POUND MESH BAGS OF POTATOES
AT SHIPPING POINT AND AT TERMINAL MARKET.
(1950-51 season)

Cost item
Labor costs at shipping point'
Packing 100-pound bags for repacking
Packing 10-pound mesh bags, baled
Labor costs at terminal market
Handling from car to wholesale store, within
store, and from store to retailer's truck
Repacking 10-pound mesh bags, unbaled,
3-man crew3
Cost of packaging materials3
100-pound burlap bags, including twine
10-pound mesh bags
50-pound paper master containers

Total costs

Less salvage value of containers

Costs per hundredweight
Terminal
Shipping
market
point
packed1

repacked2

$ .074
$ .189
.190

.220
.216

.700
.150

$1229

.310
.700

$1520
.150

$1370
$1229
Kiarnath couni, Oregon.
San Francisco Bay Area, california
See Tables 4, 5 and 6 for source of labor costs.
4 Transportation and handling costs for selected fresh fruits and vegetables in the
San Francisco Bay terminal market area. Prepared under contract by Stanford Research
Institute for the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Quoted as of January 1. 1951.
NET LABOR AND PACKAGING MATERIAL COST

not visible. The amount of defective potatoes removed, however, is
largely a management decision for both the shipping point packer
and terminal market repacker. The range within which each may
operate is considerably different. The shipping point packer must
remove defects until the potatoes meet certain grade specifications
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designated by State and Federal regulations. The terminal market
repacker may pack in containers either with or without a grade
designation. He must comply with Federal and State grade regulations only when packing in containers with a grade designation.
Other regulations such as those pertaining to weights, measures,
adulteration, and misrepresentation, however, must be observed.
The repacker can put up a better quality pack than the shipping
point packer if he wants to. He can do this by removing practically
all the defective potatoes found during the repacking operation. The
shipping point packer cannot remove defective potatoes after he
once fills and ships the 10-pound bags. Repacked potatoes, therefore,

may be superior, equal, or inferior in quality to those packed in
10-pound bags at shipping point.

Conclusons
The results of this study show that neither the shipping point
packer nor the terminal market repacker had advantages sufficient
to exclude the other from packing and marketing consumer-sized
units of potatoes. This conclusion is reached even though the shipping
point packer had a cost advantage over the terminal market packer.

One source of additional cost to the repacker is the greater
amount of defects found at the terminal market inspection in the
potatoes shipped in 100-pound bags and then repacked. The amount
of this cost, however, is not clear. Obviously, the defective potatoes
which the repacker removes during sorting and sells for a reduced
price represent a cost. Such potatoes averaged only .6 of a pound per
hundredweight of potatoes repacked. The cost to the repacker for the
reduced value of these potatoes could be only of minor significance.
The amounts of defective potatoes packed with the sound ones may
affect the prices received for the potatoes, and thereby influence the
repacker's revenue. Consumers, obviously, would pay more for potatoes relatively free from defects than for potatoes of inferior quality.
How much more is not known.
The labor and packaging materials cost for the shipping point
pack averaged 14.4 cents less per hundredweight than the cost for

the terminal market repacked potatoes, when the latter costs are
computed at the prevailing wage rates. This would be a substantial.
advantage to shipping-point packers if these repacking costs were
representative of all terminal market repackers. Under these circumstances it would appear that the labor and packaging material cost
differential between the two methods of handling potatoes will not
prevent the terminal market repacker from marketing his product in
competition with the shipping point packer.

PACKAGING LATE CROP POTATOES
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APPENDIX

Details of Procedure Followed
Oakland and San Francisco, California were selected as the
terminal markets for this study because they were the largest markets

for Oregon late-crop potatoes and had potato repackers who were
willing to permit cost observations to be made of their operations.

Determination of quality and condition
The test potatoes were selected from potatoes held at shipping
point for a period of 4 to 6 days after being packed during a regular
packing operation. This holding period permitted defects incurred

during the packing operation to discolor and become visible. An
Oregon Federal-State inspector then examined these potatoes and
removed all those with mechanical defects affecting grade and
those with small cuts and bruises not affecting grade. The remaining

potatoes were "injury free" and were used for the test shipments.
All potatoes in each test shipment were from the same grower's lot.
Seven different growers' lots were used to make up the 13 test
shipments.

Each test shipment consisted of 1,400 pounds of "injury free"
potatoes packed either in burlap bags containing 100-pounds or in
mesh bags containing 10 pounds and packed 5 to a paper master
container. They were loaded in predetermined positions in a railroad car, or in the case of one shipment into a truck. Floor pads
were not used for the test shipments. Upon arrival in San Francisco
or Oakland, the test potatoes were trucked from the car to a cooperating repacker in Oakland.

The 10-pound mesh bags were held for 3 days after arrival in
order to permit fresh damage to discolor and become more visible.
The potatoes were then examined in accordance with U. S. Federal
grade standards. The inspection determined the weight of condition
defects which were classified as "injury," "damage," and "serious
damage." "Injured" potatoes were those with small bruises, nicks,

and other defects which did not affect grade, but did affect the
appearance of the potatoes. "Damaged" potatoes had condition defects which were serious enough for the potatoes to be classed as
U. S. No. 2's. Potatoes with "serious damage" were culls. "Damage"
and "serious damage" are grade defects while "injury" as used in
this study is not.
The test shipments of potatoes in 100-pound burlap bags were
repacked under normal commercial practice into 10-pound mesh bags
as soon as possible after arrival in the terminal market. The repacked
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consumer units were not baled. A cooperating produce wholesaler
with a small-scale repacking operation performed this service. The
repacked potatoes were held for three days and were then inspected
by the same inspector using the same methods followed in the examination of the 10-pound bags which were packed at the shipping
point. The inspection of the potatoes under both methods of handling
took place just prior to the time they would have moved into the
retail stores.
Since the experimental potatoes were "injury, free" at shipping

point, any defects found by the inspection at the terminal market
were attributed to transit and handling between shipping point and
destination.

Determination of cost
AT SHIPPING POINT. Cost observations at shipping point
were made for continuous operations of 10 minutes to 2 hours. No
attempt was made to change either the routine or size of the crew.
The observations were made during normal warehouse and. cellar

packing operations.
The crew size for cellar packing varied from 13 to 18 men with
most of the crews having 13 to 15 men. This included all labor used

from the first handling in the cellar through loading in the railroad
car. The size of crew for the 10-pound bags packed at shipping point
varied from 14 to 30 persons, with 25 to 27 being the most common.
This included the cellar sacking crew.
The observations made of packing 10-pound bags included only

packing operations in which the U. S. No. 1 grade potatoes were
being packed simultaneously in 10-pound bags and 100-pound bags
from the same grading belt. Potatoes to be packed in the consumer
units were separated manually from those to be packed in the 100pound bags.
AT TERMINAL MARKET. Only two firms in San Francisco

Bay Area repacked potatoes on a full-time basis, that is, for more
than one or two hours per day. Neither of these firms used equipment
nor crew sizes which were representative of the more common type
of operation in the Bay area which was selected for study.
The cooperating firms could obtain their potatoes for repacking
from three sources: 1, their regular stock of sound potatoes; 2, their
regular stock which showed the presence of wet decay; 3, distressed
potatoes purchased for reconditioning.
Observations were made of the operation of repacking 10-pound

mesh bags from 100-pound burlap bags of U. S. No. 1, Size A,
potatoes shipped from Klamath County, Oregon. Information
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similar to that obtained at shipping point was obtained for the
terminal market repacking operation. The length of time of these
observations of repacking varied from 30 minutes to 2 hours of
continuous operation. For each observation the weight of the potatoes
packed in 10-pound mesh bags and the weight of those separated as
"bakers" and "culls" was recorded. As far as was possible, data on

the work performed by each member of the repacking crew was
kept so that the labor cost for repacking could be classified as hand
trucking and dumping, sorting, and bagging.

Table 8. DEFECTS DEVELOPING BETWEEN SHIPPING POINT AND TERMINAL MARKET IN POTATOES PACKED INTO
10-POUND MESH BAGS AT SHIPPING POINT.
(1950-51

season)

Average defects per hundredweight
Ship-

ment
number

Injury
(non-grade defects)
Bruise Dry rot Total
Pounds

Pounds

3.3

.1

2
3

20

...

2.0

.1

4

1.5
.5

5

..

Average
Less than 0.1

1.7

2.1
1.5

0'

Serious damage (grade defects)

Total
grade

Bruise

Dry rot

Total

Bruise

Broken

Dry rot Wet rot

Total

defects

Pounds
.6

Pounds

Pounds
L5

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds
3.0
4.4
2.4
2.5

1.2
1.0
1.2

.9
.7
.5
.1

....

.4

.5
.3

1.7

.8

.4

.5

.4

6

Pounds
3.4
2.0

Damage

(grade defects)

1.9
1.5
1.3
.5
.3
1.2

1.0
1.2
.3
-7
-5

.2
.7
.3
.5
.2

.2

.3

.2

.4
.2

1.5
.2

2.5
.9
1.2
.7
.2

.2

.6

Pounds

1.1

1.2
.5

2.3

Table 9. DEFECTS DEVELOPING BETWEEN SHIPPING POINT AND TERMINAL MARKET IN POTATOES REPACKED
AT TERMINAL MARKET.
(1950-51 season)

Average defects per hundredweight
Shipment
number

Injury
(non-grade defects)
Bruise Dry rot Total
Pounds
5.5
5.8

2
3

2.2

4

3.7

5

2.3

6

1.8
1.9

7

Damage

(grade defects)
Bruise Dry rot Total

Bruise

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

Pound.s

Pounds

1.0

6.5

1.8

.2
.1
.1

6.0

2.4

2.7
2.9

23

.9
.5
.2
.7
.2

1.2
1.2
.6
1.0
.6
1.0

....
....

1.1

3.8
2.3
1.8
1.9

3.1
1.3
.7
1.1

...

3.5

1.6

.4

1.3

3.8
1.5
.7
1.1

Serious damage (grade d efects)
Broken Dry rot Wet rot
Cuts
Pounds
.2

Pounds

Total

.4

.2

.2
....

.6

1

.1

1.8
1.4

Pounds
5.0
4.7
2.7

1.0

.2
.2

.1

2.3

6.1

....
...

1.4
1.8

2.9
2.5

2.0

3.1

1.9

3.9

.1

Pounds
.6

....

1.1

.6
.8
.9

1.0

.6

.2

Pounds

Pounds
2.3

Total
grade
defects

Average

--

3.3

Less than 0.1

.2

2.0

.1

